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Premolar extraction effects on the soft tissue profile remain a source of debate in the
orthodontic profession. The "before and "after" facial profiles of 20 patients treated by
four first premolar extraction and 20 by nonextraction were evaluated by 40 trained
dentists and 40 lay evaluators. The purpose of this study was to determine any preference
between the change in extraction or nonextraction profiles at the end of orthodontic
treatment with fixed appliances. Age, facial contour angle and Ricketts' E-line
measurements were compared in both groups in an attempt to quantify soft tissue facial
changes. Trained dentists and lay evaluators preferred the changes in the extraction
profiles over nonextraction prof,rles immediately after orthodontic treatment (p<.0001).
Trained dentists and lay evaluators preferred competent lips to incompetent lips in both
extraction and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001). With respect to profile change,
extraction of four premolars does not seem to have a significant effect on subjective
evaluation of post-extraction facial esthetics immediately after treatment. This finding is
supported by several other similar studies.

Abstract

11
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Chapter I

1.1 The Basis of the Controversv in Extraction versus
Non-Extraction Orthodontic Treatment

Introduction

The debate on whether to embrace a non-extraction or extraction approach continues to

shape the orthodontic profession. The recent popularity of non-extraction treatment plans

to promote "arch development" has resulted in a reduction of treatment plans to support

premolar extraction even in crowded arches (Weintraub et al., 1989; O'Connor, 1993).

This approach, propagated by the teachings of Edward Angle in the early 20th century,

concentrated on the importance of facial esthetics and the appearance of the soft tissues

that emphasized a non-extraction approach to ensure facial harmony ( ie. the mouth is the

most potent factor of the facial character (Angle, 1907). However, a paradigm shift in this

philosophy of the orthodontic profession occurred with the teachings of Tweed (Tweed,

1944;Tweed,1945; Tweed, 1952;Tweed, 1953) who clearly advocated the extraction of

premolar teeth. Tweed's teachings influenced many North American orthodontists and

teaching institutions so greatly, that the prevalence of first premolar extractions rose to

50% of the patients treated at The University of North Carolina in 1963 compared to only

10% just ten years earlier (Proffit, 1994).
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1.2 The Concern of Facial Esthetics

Premolar extraction has led the profession to recognize the "orthodontic look" or "dished

in" prohle (Drobocky and Smith, 1989). The focus began to shift back to facial esthetics

in the 1980's, when some practitioners claimed that non-extraction techniques, utilizing

two-phase treatment, removable appliances, air-rotor stripping and arch development as

the only way to achieve acceptable facial esthetics ( Stoner, 1984; Witzig and Sphal,

1987; Bowbeer, 1986; Broadbent, 1990). The central decision not to extract teeth is the

retrusive lips and poor profile changes caused by four first premolar extractions and

orthodontic treatment (Witzig and Sphal, 1986). Presently, the orthodontic profession is

just beginning to address the concerns of all practitioners - should we treat early and

possibly reduce the frequency of extractions or wait until the permanent dentition erupts,

extract teeth and achieve a more acceptable outcome? A recent symposium on early

treatment and follow-up publications (Boley,2002; Gianelly, 2002; Johnston, 2002;

Little, 2002; McNamara,2002; Proffit amd Tulloch,2002 ) attempted to address those

questions which are pertinent to this day.

1.3 Facial Profile and Orthodontics

Orthodontists have long been interested in the facial profile changes caused by

orthodontic treatment (Tweed, 19 46; Burstone, 1 95 8 ; Burstone, 1 9 67 ; lFroldaway, 1984;

Kocadereli,2002). Although nulnerous studies have determined that premolar

extractions do not produce poor facial balance ( Drobocky and Smith, 1989; Paquette at
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al,1992; Luppanapornlarp and Johnston,1993; Young and Smith, 1993; Bowman and

Johnston, 2000) "key" references cited in a recent joumal article (Boley,2002) in defence

of serial extraction are based on tracings of profiles ( Paquete et al., 1992; Bowman and

Johnston,2000) and cephalometric analysis ( Drobocky and Smith, 1989;

Luppanapomlarp and Johnston, 1993; Young and Smith, 1993). Photographs of facial

profiles are more representative of before and after orthodontic treatment results as this is

what both lay persons and clinicians evaluate at the end of treatment; however it has been

suggested that hair style, make-up, facial expression and age may urìnecessarily influence

the evaluators ( Bishara and Jakobsen, 1997).

This begs the question whether lay persons (untrained in dentistry) have a different

opinion of what facial profiles are preferred after orthodontic treatment relative to a

"dentally trained" group? Studies have shown differences between these two groups, in

that laypersons tend to be less critical of changes in profiles than dentists (Kerr and

O'Donnell, 1990; Bishara and Jakobsen,1997) but an extensive search of the English

literature did not produce any previous studies where "dentally trained" individuals as

well as "lay" individuals had evaluated using "before" and "after" treatment profiles on

the same set of photographs.
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To address the principal issues contained in the literature review, the current study was

designed to test the following null hypotheses:

1) There is no difference in the changes between the post-orthodontic treatment profiles
of non-extraction cases vs. first four premolar extraction cases as judged by trained
dentists and lay evaluators.

2) There is no difference in post treatment profile rating by dentally trained individuals
vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent vs. competent lips.

3) There is no difference in post treatment prof,rle rating by dentally trained individuals
vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent or competent lips.

4) There is no difference in the soft tissue profiles of the extraction and non-extraction
group before and after treatment.
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Chapter 2

Review of the Literature

2.1 Earlv Evaluation of Facial ProfÏle

Measurements of the human face have been performed since the Greek era. The Greeks

were likely influenced by the Egyptians who first recorded body proportions to create the

"art" of human figures (Vegter and Hage, 2000). Aristotle's Physiognomlcø describes the

science of reading a person's character from their bodily features ( Heinemann, 1963); in

particular Aristotle's Historia Animalium associates the descriptions of facial features

reflecting the quality of the person associated with such features (Aristoteles, i949). The

evaluation of facial proportion in relation to profile was offered by Leonardo Da Vinci in

the fifteenth century. Da Vinci described a well-proportioned face in equal thirds: from

chin to nostrils, nostrils to eyebrows and from eyebrow to hairline. Da Vinci also added

that the height of the ear should equal the length of the nose (McMurrich, 1930). The

father of modern rhinoplasty, Jacques Joseph, presented drawings of ideal nasal shapes,

based on the length from the base of the nose and the inferior edge of the chin in the early

20th century illustrating the importance of vertical face height on the overall esthetics of

the face (Joseph, 1931).

During the early 20th century the orthodontic community was treating patients mostly by

non-extraction treatment based on the tenets of Dr. Edward Angle, the father of modern

orthodontics. Angle professed that extraction destroyed the possibility of ideal occlusion
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or ideal esthetics, and thus required the presence of all the teeth. He considered form and

beauty of the mouth was directly related to the occlusal relationship of the teeth, and the

mouth played a very significant role in making aface esthetically pleasing or not.

Extractions had been used in the late 19th century in orthodontic treatment to alleviate

crowding, but according to Angle's "new school" and modern orthodontic treatment of

non-extraction, stabilization of the new tooth positions would be provided through

function. The soft tissue would shape in a harmonious manner; if the teeth were in

harmony so would be the face (Angle, 1907).

A group opposed Dr. Angle and his followers, who were sometimes referred to as the

"rational school" of orthodontic treatment under the leadership of Calvin Case. They

believed that new bone could not grow to support the new positions of the expanded

dentition. Because of this proposed lack of support of bone, Case and his followers

proposed that extractions were indeed necessary to treat some malocclusions, and

criticized Angle because of the excess dental protrusion following expansion and its

negative effects on facial esthetics (Case, 1964).

2.2 Cenhalometric Evaluation of Facial Profile

The cephalostat, introduced in 1931 by B. Holly Broadbent, Sr, allowed the orthodontist

to visualize the hard and soft tissue profile of the face (Broadbent, 1931). Cephalometics,

literally the measurement of the head, brought about a new way to evaluate facial

esthetics by relating hard and soft tissues to patient profiles. Many cephalometric
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analyses began to develop with this new diagnostic tool. Prior to 1950, there was little

mention of soft tissue evaluation in cephalometrics.

Reidel was one of the first investigators to study facial profiles and orthodontics. He

examined the lateral cephalograms of thirty subjects and reported that the position of the

teeth on their apical bases in conjunction with the relationship of the maxilla and

mandible and relative convexity, all influence the soft tissue profile (Reidel, 1950).

Steiner suggested that facial profile was in balance if the upper and lower lips each

touched a line extending from the middle of the lower border of the nose to the most

anterior portion of the chin (S-Line) in a I2-year old subject (Fig 2.1). If the lips were

ahead of this line, it was considered unesthetic because the lips are too protrusive.

Alternatively, if they are behind this line, they were considered too retruded (Steiner,

1960).

Figure 2.1 S-Line is a line extending from the middle of the lower border of the nose to

the most anterior portion of the chin

1
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Ricketts (1960) used a line tangent to the tip of the nose and the chin known as the

Esthetic Line or E-Line. The lower lip should be 2mm behind this line on average, with

both lips contained within this line in adult Caucasians (Fig2.2).

Figure 2.2:E-Line is a line tangent to the tip of the nose and the chin

Holdaway incorporated hard and soft tissue landmarks in the development of a soft tissue

analysis. The "H" angle, proposed in 1963, essentially measured the angle formed

between Nasion - Pogonion and a line drawn tangent to the upper lip and the tip of the

soft tissue chin. He contended that this value should be betweenT and 9 degrees, if the

angle formed by subspinale-nasion-supramenton (ANB) value was 3 degrees. If ANB is

greater than 3 degrees or smaller than I degree, the "H" angle value (Fig 2.3) could then

be increased or decreased respectively (Holdaway,7956; Jacobsen and Cauf,reld, 1985).
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Figure 2.3i "H" Angle is formed between nasion - pogonion and a line drawn tangent to
the upper lip and the tip of the soft tissue chin.

Menifield also used hard and soft tissue landmarks to describe an ideal soft tissue profile.

His modification of the H line, used by Holdaway, was to measure an angle formed by

Frankfort Horizontal and a line tangent to the soft tissue chin and the most anterior point

of either the lower or upper lip, whichever was most protruded. He considered the upper

lip should be tangent to the profile line; the lower lip should then be tangent or slightly

behind this line. In adults, the normal "2" angle should be 80 degrees; in patients 1 1 to l5

years of age the norm al Z angle is 78 degrees (Fig 2.4). Both of these values are valid

with a normal Frankfort -mandibular plane angle (FMA), lower incisor to mandibular

plane angle (IMPA), Frankfort to maxillary incisor angle (FMIA) and ANB angles for

both groups (Merrifield, 1966).
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Figure 2.4: "2" Angle is an angle formed by Frankfort Horizontal and a line tangent to
the soft tissue chin and the most anterior point of either the lower or upper lip, whichever

was most protruded.

Evaluation of lip protrusion independent of the size of the nose has also been utilized to

measure esthetics. Linear measurement of the upper and lower lips from a line Subnasale-

soft Tissue Pogonion, where the ideal measurement is the upper lip 3.5mm + 1.4mm

ahead of the line and the lower lip 2.2 + 1.6mm forward of the line is known as the

B-Line or Burstone line (Fig 2.5). The measurements are perpendicular to Sn-Pg and

extend to labrale superius and labrale inferius, respectively (Burstone,1967).
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Figure 2.5 Burstone Line is from subnasale to soft tissue pogonion. Linear measurement
of the upper and lower lips from a line Subnasale- Soft Tissue Pogonion, where the
measurements are perpendicular to Sn-Pg and extend to labrale superius and labrale

inferius, respectively.

\:

The Burstone line has been demonstrated to be a more sensitive measurement than

Rickett's E-line, Steiner's S-Line and Holdaway's H-Line in identifying esthetic and

unesthetic faces in a sample of 1 10 students selected from a pool of 1000 students for

attractiveness of lip protrusion (Hsu, 1993).

li
lr'/
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Burstone pointed out that investigation of the soft tissue profile was "relatively meager"

in the early orthodontic literature (Burstone, 195S) and proposed two main reasons for

this omission. First, orthodontic treatment \À/as concerned with the manipulation of hard

tissues. Second, there had been an assumption that if the teeth are arranged according to a

given standard, the soft tissue will automatically produce facial harmony (Angle, 1907).

Burstone examined a group of 40 ideal faces chosen by three artists from the Herron

Institute of Art in Indianapolis and concluded that the ideal hard tissue cephalometric

values of each individual was not correlated with facial profile. The ideal hard tissue
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values did not allow for variations in soft tissue thickness. Burstone's early observations

demonstrated the lack of correlation between treating patients to ideal skeletal norms and

creating a pleasing soft tissue profile. Years later, Burstone would further strengthen this

conclusion by treating patients to an ideal dental norm by placing the lower incisor lmm

ahead of Subspinale-Pogonion (A-Pog) and concluding that the soft tissue position of the

lips varies greatly in spite of achieving a hard-tissue treatment goal (Park and Burstone,

1986). This is in agreement with others who have also recognizedthat the soft tissue

drape can vary significantly from one person to another and that a pleasing profile is not

necessarily dependent on the underlying hard tissue structures (Zylinski at al, 1992;

Nanda and Ghosh, 1995). In the evaluation of facial prof,rle, nasal structure is also a

factor that must be considered by the clinician.

The nasolabial angle, is formed by the intersecting of two lines originating at subnasale

and extending to the most anterior tip of the columella with a line from subnasale to

labrale superiorus (Fig 2.6). This angle has a wide range with means of approximately

102.4" +.8.2" formales andl02.2o +7.7" forfemales (McNamaraetal,1992). This

measurement has been used as an evaluation of esthetics in the sense that values over

l20o are considered to be unesthetic; more importantly the goal of the orthodontist is to

avoid the creation of an obtuse nasolabial angle with the over-retraction of maxillary

incisors (Witzig and Sphal, 1986; Drobocky and Smith, 1989)
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Figure 2.6 Nasolabial Angle is formed by the intersecting of two lines originating at
subnasale and extending to the most anterior tip of the columella with a line from

subnasale to labrale superiorus

Evaluation of the facial profile cannot be limited only to the lower one third of the face

with specific focus on the lips, nose and soft tissue chin. Another highly relevant analysis

to assess the relative convexity or concavity of the face is the Facial Contour Angle

(Burstone, 1959; McCollum, 2001). The angle is formed by the intersection of tangents at

soft tissue pogonion and glabella which intersect at subnasale (Fig 2.7). The upper facial

contour plane is from glabella to subnasale while the lower facial contour plane is from

subasale to pogonion; the acute angle between these two planes is the Facial Contour

Angle with a normal of -11'+o (Burstone, i959).
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Figure 2.7: Facial Contour Angle is formed by the intersection of tangents at soft tissue
pogonion and glabella which intersect at subnasale.

In a study of 545 dental professionals rating constructed profiles, it was concluded that

more protrusive profiles were preferred and that more lip protrusion was found

acceptable for both male and female faces if either a large nose or large chin was present

(Czarnecki et at, 1993). When the selected profiles were analyed, the "ideal" Facial

Contour angle for men varied between -10o and -14'with a mean of -12"; female "ideals"

ranged from -14" to -16o with a mean of -15' (McCollum,2001). Racial differences are

evident with female Caucasians being reported as slightly flatter (mean -1 1o) when

compared to African American females with a mean facial contour angle of -13.9'

(Sutter and Turley, 1998).

Recently, soft tissue analysis of the facial profrle has become increasingly complex with

the identification of soft tissue landmarks with radiopaque markers to allow the

evaluation of facial structures such as the cheek bone, orbital rim, alar base, subpupillary

area, and the neck-throat point (Arnett, 1993). Multiple measurements are now possible
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with the use of a computer to digitally analyze facial profile and identifying over 40

measurements from a true vertical line on the cephalometric radiograph (Arnett and

Mclaughlin,2004).

2.3 Facial Profile Chanses as a Result of
Orthodontic Treatment

Orthodontic treatment by means of the extraction of teeth has been criticized in the

literature (Stoner, 1984; Bowbeer, 1986; witzig and Sphal, 1987; Broadbent, 1990) and

has been the focus of many studies to examine the effect of extraction treatment on facial

profile.

The general belief that premolar extraction frequently causes "dished in" profiles has

been refuted by scientific studies ( Paquette at al, 7992; Luppanapornolarp and Johnston,

1993; Young and smith, 1993; Staggers, 1994; Bishara and Jakobsen,1997; Boley et al,

1998; James, 1998; Bishara et al, l99l; Bowman and Johnston, 2000).

Luppanapornolarp and Johnston (1993) compared 29 non-extraction patients and32

"clear-cut" extraction patients, an average of 15 years after orthodontic treatment. While

extraction therapy produced a significantly greater reduction in hard and soft tissue

convexity by 2-3mm initially, the extraction patients were actually more protrusive at

recall. A similar study comparing 33 borderline extraction patients and 30 nonextraction

patients reported opposite findings in that the extraction group had flatter profiles (on

average 2mm less procumbent lips) but they were no less pleased with the treatment
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result when asked to rate silhouettes of their own profiles before and after treatment

(Paquette etal,1992).

Extraction treatment can cause soft tissue profile changes that must be managed carefully

by the orthodontist. Drobocky and Smith (1989) evaluated i60 subjects who were treated

with the extraction of four first premolars; a mean increase in the nasolabial angle of 5.2

was reported along with a mean lip retraction of 3.5mm measured to Rickett's E-line.

Their conclusion was that "extraction of four first premolars generally did not result in a

'dished in' profile." Approximately 10-15Yo of the 160 patients treated with the removal

of four first premolars were defined as "excessively flat" after treatment. However, the

authors concluded that the generulizations of the negative effects of extraction treatment

of first premolars are false and that "the great majority of patients exhibit controlled

amounts of profile change that produce improvements in facial esthetics."

In order to critically evaluate the facial changes in extraction and non-extraction patients,

Boley et al (1998) tested the perceptions of 192 experienced general dentists and

orthodontists in the evaluation of 25 non-extraction and25 four premolar extraction

profiles. The dentists and orthodontists could not tell the difference between the two

groups. It was concluded that "the avoidance of extracting premolars based on a fear of a

significant detrimental effect on the face is unjustified when the case has been properly

diagnosed and treated". Bishara and Jacobsen(1997) also compared extraction and non-

extraction patients by using profile silhouettes of 44 extraction and 47 nonextraction

Class II division 1 patients. They were also compared to "normal" untreated Class I
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matched photographs for age and sex from 10 female and 10 male patients who

participated in the Iowa Growth Study. Lay people were asked to assess the profiles of

these patients. It was concluded that treatment profiles of "normal" Class I patients were

preferred over "before" treatment profiles of Class II division 1 patients. Immediately

after treatment the profile changes in the extraction group were rated more favorably than

the nonextraction group; the final evaluation after two years post treatment concluded

that the profile of neither group was rated more favorably than the other. An important

note was that both groups were perceived more favorably at the two year mark than at

initial observation.

Extraction effects on soft tissue profile with the extraction of four first premolars using a

variety of treatment approaches have also been measured. Young and Smith (1993)

examined 198 orthodontic patients treated nonextraction by various methods including

the Tweed technique, Begg technique, straightwire appliances, and a two-phase treatment

group using functional appliances followed by full fixed edgewise appliances. They

compared the non-extraction patients to a group of 160 patients treated by first four

bicuspid extraction in a previous study (Drobocky and Smith, 1989) and showed that

non-extraction and extraction patients had the same percentage of undesirable facial

changes (approximately l5%). After comparison of the lateral cephalometic f,rlms of the

two groups, the authors concluded ," ...it is simplistic and incorrect to blame undesirable

facial esthetics after orthodontic treatment on the extraction of premolars (Young and

Smith, 1993).In another study, Z-Angle and E-line measurements were used to quantify

differences between 170 consecutively treated patients (108 treated with premolar
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extraction arrd 62 treated without premolar extraction). The author concluded that both

groups completed treatment in normal ranges of profile measurement values. In addition,

the lips were slightly more retrusive in the non-extraction group at the end of treatment,

and "the extraction group began with greater facial imbalance and had the greatest

improvement in facial esthetics" (James, 1998).

In an effort to eliminate the bias of the orthodontist and make conclusions based on

cephalometric numbets alone, Bowman and Johnston (2000) recently investigated the

esthetic effects of extraction and non-extraction by comparing the before and after profile

tracings of 70 extraction and 50 non-extraction Class I and Class II patients. They asked

58 laypersons and 42 dentists to assess pre and post treatment profiles. V/ith similar

profiles at the beginning of treatment, the extraction group had an average 1.8mm

"flatter" profile. However, the flatter faces were preferred by both groups, with the

dentists preferring the flatter faces more than the laypersons. When lips were shown to be

more protrusive (more than 2-3 mm behind the E-Line), both panels saw extraction as

being beneficial. The conclusion reached in the study was that "extraction treatment can

produce improved facial esthetics for many patients who present with some combination

of crowding and protrusion" (Bowman and Johnston, 2000).

Vertical dimensions of the face have also been demonstrated to have a significant role in

the assessment of soft tissue facial profile. De Smit and Dermaut (1984) tested 249 adults

(1 l0 with limited orthodontic training and 139 untrained) to judge 27 afüficially

constructed profile silhouettes. Differences in orthodontic training had no effect on
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esthetic preferences of the two groups and class I profiles were most appreciated. "Open

types" or long -faced profiles were least appreciated with a warning from the author to

"avoid the creation of long-face features." Clinically, the author states that, "...in vertical

normal and open profiles, it could be more appropriate to maintain the skeletal Class II

deviation in order to avoid a lengthening of the facial height". An increase in facial

height during the course of orthodontic treatment not only affects the lower face height,

but it has also been significantly correlated to an increase in the nasolabial angle (Lo and

Hunter, 1982). This is in agreement with Talass et al. (1987) who showed that

orthodontic treatment increased the nasolabial angle an average of 10.5o in an

orthodontically treated group of 80 females. Mandibular rotation during orthodontic

treatment was also found to be one of the more significant variables in predicting the

response of upper and lower lips to treatment (Rains and Nanda, 1982) thus influencing

the final position of the lips in facial profile.

The effects of orthodontic treatment on the position of the lips has been an area of great

interest to orthodontists. Early research by Bloom (1961) attempted to establish a linear

cor¡elation of upper and lower incisor retraction to the lips. Bloom compared the

pretreatment and post treatments cephalograms of 60 American white patients (30 males

and 30 females) with a mean age of l1-6 (range 8 to 16 years) pretreatment. Twenty five

percent of the patients were treatedby 4 premolar extraction and the rest treated non-

extraction. He concluded that the linear change of the upper incisor to the upper and

lower lip was .87 and .82 respectively. The lower lip was found to have a linear change of

the lower incisor to lower lip of .93.
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Rudee (1964) evaluated pre and post-treatment cephalograms of 85 patients (50 females

and 35 males) who ranged in age from 6-4 to 22-6. He concluded that the mean ratio of

upper incisor retraction to upper lip retraction was 2.9:1. More importantly, Rudee noted

the large range of-3:1 to 6:1. Due to the influence of growth on lip position of patients

Hershey (1972) limited his patient sample to females over 16 years of age (20.3 +3.2

years) at the start of orthodontic treatment. His sample consisted of 20 Class I, 15 Class II

and one Class III patient of which 32had four first premolars extracted and four were

treated non-extraction. In the evaluation of pre and post cephalometric films he

concluded "Lip position is not highly correlated with incisor tooth movement".

Racial Backsround

Racial background is an important factor in lip position in response to orthodontic

treatment. A study with a sample of 10 boys and 6 girls (aged 11- to 16-2) of African-

American background consisting of 7 bimaxillary dentoalveolar protrusions, 4 Class I

arch-length discrepancies, 4 Class II division I and one Class III all treated with

extraction therapy, assessed lip posture as the result of tooth movement (Garner, I974).

Through comparison of pre and post treatment cephalometric radiographs the author

concluded that, "...boys and girls who undergo mechanotherapy of orthodontic treatment

do exhibit changes in lip posture as a result of this tooth movement. The extent of the lip

change is not always predictable." Garner commented, "As a rule of thumb, a2:1 ratio

for the maxillary incisor to labrale superius change might be expected in girls if the lip

tonus is normal, thickness, and length are typical, and no growth occurs. It appears that
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there is no sure answer." The recognition of differences in lip response in incisor

retraction was simply stated by Oliver (1982) where, "thin upper lips showed significant

correlations between upper incisor retraction while thick lips did not." This observation

was based on based a cephalometric study of 40 white Class II division 1 patients aged 12

to 15 years at the onset of orthodontic treatment.

Lip incompetence and response to incisor retraction is also of great interest to the

orthodontist. Jacobs (1978) treated 20 Class II division I patients (11 males and 9

females) to examine this relationship. Jacobs concluded that the interlabial gap closes at

lmm for every 2mm of horizontal retraction if neither extrusion or intrusion of the

incisors occur. If incisors are intruded the closure of the interlabial gap tends to increase

and decreases ifincisors are extruded during retraction.

Soft tissue analysis in the treatment planning of orthodontic patients requires clinical

experience. Holdaway (1983) offered his conclusions based on years of observation and

treatment of patients from his private practice. He stated that:

"..in general, for adolescents the normal or usual lip thickness of the soft tissue at point
A is altered by tooth movement, headgear, etc., the soft tissue will follow this point and
remain the same thickness. When there is taper in the maxillary lip immediately anterior
to the incisor, as in protrusive dentures, the tissue will thicken as the incisors are moved
lingually until the tissue approaches the thickness at point A (within lmm of the
thickness at point A). When the taper has been eliminated, further lingual movement of
the incisor will now cause the lip to follow in a one-to-one ratio. These concepts are
predicable in adolescents when the lip thickness at point A is within the normal range.
Some exceptions are as follows: even if there is a lip taper, if the thickness at point A is
very thin (for example 9 to 1Omm), the lip may follow the incisor immediately and still
retain the taper. If the tissue at point A is very thick (for example 18 to 20mm), the lip
may not follow incisor movement at all. Adult tissue reaction is similar to the first...
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..exception. Even though there may be lip taper, the lips will usually follow the teeth

immediately."

In an effort to remove the effects of growth on lip changes during orthodontic treatment

Talass et al. (1987) evaluated 80 female Class II division 1 orthodontically treated

patients with a control group of 53 age matched female patients from the Burlinglon

Growth Center. The changes in anteroposterior position of the upper lip as a result of

growth were minimal. However, a significant retraction of the upper lip (average of

3.7mm) took place when orthodontic treatment was performed. A low degree of

predictability of upper lip response and upper incisor retraction was also noted.

The desire to quantify the mean ratio of maxillary incisor retraction to maxillary lip

retraction has been a goal in the literature. Rudee (1964) found arafio of 2.93:1, Roos

(1911) found a ratio of 2.5:1, and Perkins and Staley (1993) found aratio of 2.24:1. In a

more recent study, 32 adult Japanese patients were treated with extraction of four first

premolars. It was concluded that the ratio of upper incisor retraction to horizontal

movement of the upper lip was 2.38 (!1.67):l (Kasai, 1998). An opposing view is that

only mandibular incisor retraction can correlate with upper and lower lip change for both

white and African American and Indonesian patients (Assuncao et al., 1994; Caplan and

Shivapuja, 1997; Kusnoto and Kusnoto, 2001). Rudee (1964), an early researcher in lip

response associated with tooth movement, concluded from his results that although there

is a positive statistical significance between correlated incisor and lip movement, it is,
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" tempered with the knowledge that the range of possible results is broad enough to

thwart precision."

Recent research has attempted to quantify facial changes in three dimensions with the use

of optical surface scans. In a recent study (Ishmail et aI,2002) the entire face was

scanned in three dimensions rather than an assessment of a two-dimensional profile.

Twenty-four patients aged 9 to 11 years were treated in a prospective study. Twelve

patients were treated orthodontically by extraction and 12 by non-extraction therapy. In

measurements of the cephalometric profile alone, the only significant (p< .05) difference

detected between the two groups was an increase in nasolabial angle in the extraction

group and an increase in lower lip thickness in the non-extraction group. The 3-D optical

surface scans of the face before and after orthodontic treatment indicated that not only did

the concavity of the labiomental fold increase in extraction patients, but this group also

showed a gradual flattening of the lower part of the cheeks over the course of treatment.

This was in contrast to the nonextraction group who showed a slight increase in

convexity of the cheeks during orthodontic treatment. The authors concluded that 3-D

surface scans offer more data analysis than a lateral cephalogram alone.
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2.4 The Role of Growth on the Profile

The orthodontist has a critical role in the evaluation of a patient's profile. Decisions that

are made in early adolescence by the orthodontist could determine how a patient may

look for the rest of his or her life. Perhaps it has been stated best that, "anterior teeth that

were retracted during the adolescence period to correct protrusion, even though the teeth

had looked good initially, may appear over-retracted 20 years later. The experience in the

1950's and 1960's of high extraction rates and profile flattening resulted in many

unesthetic outcomes. For these patients, the loss of lip thickness with aging makes the

lack of lip support from the teeth even more obvious" (Sarver et al, 2003)

Clinicians have recently been warned in the literature to pay attention to the effects of

extraction and non-extraction (Bishara et al, 1997) in order to avoid accentuating

characteristics of an undesirable profile. This statement is based on the evaluation of 91

Class II division 1 patients (46 treated non-extraction/ 45 patients treated with extraction

of four first premolars) where lateral cephalograms 2 years post treatment revealed that

the extraction group had more retrusive lips compared to the creation of more protrusive

lips in the non-extraction group. The conclusions were that, "current findings suggest that

the extraction/ non-extraction decision, if based on sound diagnostic criteria, does not

have a systematic detrimental effect on the facial profile" (Bishara et aL,1997). Bishara

continued his investigation with a follow-up paper the next year that looked at the long-

term effect of growth on soft tissue profiles from 5 to 45 years of age on 20 males and 15

females who had never been treated orthodontically, but who had lateral cephalograms

taken between 5 and 45 years of age as part of the Iowa Growth Study (Bishara et al.,
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1998). Bishara emphasized the fact that patients are still growing significantly when

many orthodontic treatment decisions are made. This might influence the extraction/ non-

extraction decision based on his conclusions that: (1) the timing of the greatest changes in

the soft tissue profile occurred earlier in females than males ( 1 0- 1 5 years and 15- 25

years, respectively). (2) The angle of soft tissue convexity that excludes the nose, has a

very small average change between the ages of 5 and 45 years of age. (3) The Holdaway

soft tissue angle progressively decreased between 5 and 45 years of age, and 4) the upper

and lower lips became significantly more retruded in relation to the E-line between 15

and25 years of age and this tendency continued until 45 years of age. (Bishara et al.,

1 ee8).

The position of the lips is very relevant to the assessment of facial profile by the

clinician. Vig and Cohen (1979) studied the vertical growth of the lips and found that the

length of the lips increases with age with the lower lip growing more than the upper lip.

Clinically, this can translate to a facial profile of an 8-year-old boy, judged to have

incompetent lips and possibly requiring extractions, changing as growth ensues and the

lips increase in length such that his lips are competent at age l5 (Sarver et al, 2003). In

another study, further investigation into the maturation of the lips by age clearly

demonstrated the sex differences between boys and girls: Mandibular lip height tended to

plateau at about age 16 in boys and girls, while maxillary lip height reached a plateau

around age 14 for females and 18 for males. Even more importantly, it was demonstrated

that maxillary lip thickness will plateau at age l4 in females and begins to decrease in
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thickness shortly thereafter. The maximum lip thickness is also reached early in boys at

age 16 (Mamandras, 1988).

Growth of the nose has a great influence on the profile and can greatly influence the

outcome of cephalometric measurements of the soft tissue profile, especially the E-line

(Jacobsen and Caufield, 1985). Furthermore, a clear difference in both the amount and

patterns of nasal growth between boys and girls have been demonstrated where males

tend to have a much greater increase during adolescence in nose length where girls may

not. The formation of a dorsal hurnp in correlation with the presence of a class II

malocclusion has also been demonstrated and is also more pronounced in boys

(Chaconas, 1969).

It is clear that profile assessment is made up of individual differences in skeletal, dental,

and soft tissue components (Ackerman and Proffit,1997). Growth must also be taken into

account. The challenge is to begin with the end in mind, and understand how to get there.
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

Prior to the gathering of any data, the thesis proposal for this project was submitted to

the Health Ethics Review Board at The University of Manitoba. Approval was given

confirming that this study was designed in accordance with the guidelines set out by the

Health Ethics Review Board (Appendix 7) and permission gained to undertake the study.

3.1 Three Null Hvnotheses are tested in this Studv:

L There is no difference in the change between the post-orthodontic treatment profiles
of non-extraction cases vs. first four premolar extraction cases as judged by trained
dentists and lay evaluators.

There is no difference in post treatment profile rating by dentally trained individuals
vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent vs. competent lips.

2.

3. There is no difference in post-orthodontic treatment profile rating by dentally trained
individuals vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent or
competent lips.

4. There is no difference between the soft tissue profiles of the extraction and non-
extraction groups both before and after treatment.

3.2 Research Desiqn

Consultation with an experienced Professor of Biostatistics* was the frrst step in the

design of this study. In order to satisfy power considerations, a sample size of 40 patients
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(20 treated by extraction and 20 treated by non-extraction) was advised. Also

recommended was that the sample of 40 patients should be rated by 40 lay evaluators

and 40 trained dentists.

xDr.Tom Hassard, Director, Biostatistics Unit, Faculty of Medicine, University of Manitoba.

3.3 Sample Selection

Forty patients were selected from the University of Manitoba Graduate Orthodontic

Program "C" records. These records are records ofpatients that have been treated by

former residents of the program and have had initial, immediate post treatment and two-

year retention records completed. Twenty patients treated by extraction of four first

premolars and20 patients treated by a non-extraction method were selected by the

principal investigator. The charts were reviewed in alphabetical order. The first chart to

meet the selection criteria was selected until forty patient records of 20 extraction and 20

non-extraction had been gathered. The criteria for the selection of the patients were:

l. No syndromic patients

2. No cleft palate patients

3. No patients that had been treated by orthognathic or cosmetic surgery

4. No beards, moustaches or facial hair of any type to obstruct the soft tissue profile.

5. All patients must have been treated with fixed orthodontic appliances.
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The two facial profile slides were taken from each chart. The first facial prof,rle slide was

taken at"A" Records at the initial assessment. The second facial profile slide was taken

immediately after treatment at "B" Records on the day of removal of the fixed

orthodontic appliances. The slides were then taken to the Information Services and

Technology office at The University of Manitoba and converted to digital images

(JPEG) using a Minolta SC100 slide scanner. The software used to create the digital

images was Adobe 6.0. The periocular area was blacked out using Adobe Photoshop 1.1

Business Edition to conceal the identity of the subjects (see fig 3.1). The slides were then

organized into a Powerpoint@ presentation of forty slides with each slide showing a

"before treatment" facial profile photo on the left and an "after treatment" facial profile

photo on the right.

Figure 3.1: Sample of Powerpoint Slide
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The PowerpointO presentation and a binder containing the color printout of the

PowerpointO show were used for the collection of data by lay evaluators and trained

dentists respectively.

Data collection from the lay evaluators took place in the Alpha Omega classroom in the

Dentistry Building, University of Manitoba.Lay evaluators were the first year dental

students in the fall of 2002 as well as untrained first year hygienists (ie. none had formal

training in orthodontics). The lay evaluators were given a Research Participant

Information and Consent Form (Appendix 4) prior to evaluating the profiles. The

participants were then given a Data Collection handout (Appendix 5) and instructed to

rate the profiles of 40 patients following orthodontic treatment. It was explained that

some of the patients had been treated by extracting four first premolars and some had

been treated without extractions. Participants were asked to rate the "after treatment"

profiles compared to the "before treatment" profiles in accordance with a 5-point Likert

scale that was provided on the handout with the labels of: l)Worse 2) Slightly Worse 3)

Same 4) Slightly Better or 5) Better. The raters were asked to circle the number that

they felt best described the after treatment profile. It was explained that before treatment

profiles were on the left, the after treatment profiles are on the right and that the patients

were in no particular order.

Lay evaluators watched the PowerpointO show with an exposure time of 30 seconds for

each slide and recorded their responses on the Data Collection forms. At the end of
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twenty minutes, Data Forms and Research Participant Information and Consent Forms

were collected by the principal investigator.

Trained dentists were asked to participate on an individual basis. Trained dentists (20%

(N:8) were certified orthodontists; another 15% (N:6) were second or third year

orthodontic residents, the remainder were general dentists, periodontists, periodontic

residents, an oral surgeon and an oral pathologist) were given the same Research

Participant Information and Consent Form (Appendix 4) and Data Collection Form

(Appendix 5). They evaluated the profiles using a color printout of the Powerpoint

show@ in a 1.5" three-ring binder (see sample of Powerpoint@ show printout - fig 3.1).

They were asked to limit the viewing of each page to 30 seconds. Data Forms and

Research'Participant Information and Consent Forms were collected by the principal

investigator.

3.4 Distribution of Molar ClassifTcation: Extraction vs. Nonextraction Groups

Forty patients were selected from the University of Manitoba Graduate Orthodontic
Program. "C" records consisted of 20 extraction and 20 nonextraction patients. The two
groups were comprised of males and females with Class I, Class II and Class III
malocclusions with the following distribution in each group:

The extraction group of 20 consisted of 15 female and 5 male patients. There were 9
Class I patients (5 female and 4 male); 9 Class II patients (8 female and I male); and2
Class III patients (2 female).

The nonextraction group of 20 consisted of 9 female and l1 male patients. There were 8

Class I patients (2 female and 6 male); 10 Class II patients (6 female and 4 male); and2
Class III patients (1 female and I male) (see Table 4.1 below):
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EXTRACTION

15 Female 5 Male

Class I
t9)

5 Female
4 Male

40 PATIENTS

24 FEMALE 16 MALE

Class II
(

Table 3.1: Extraction and Nonextraction Sample Characteristics of Sex and Dental
Classification (Angle Molar Classification)

9)

8 Female
1 Male

Class III

3.5 Aee of Extraction vs. Nonextraction Grouns

(2)

2 Female
0 Male

NONEXTRACTION

9 Female 11 Male

Before Treatment

Class I
(

The extraction group was significantly older than the nonextraction group at the

beginning of treatment (p < 0.0238) (Appendix 1a). The extraction group's mean age was

16.32+7 years while the non-extraction group's mean was 13.26 t 3.8 years before

orthodontic treatment.

8 )

2 Female
6 Male

Class II
( l0

6 Female
4 Male

)

Class III

After Treatment

(2 )

1 Female
1 Male

The extraction and nonextraction groups were treated an average of 2.8 and2.5 yeats,

respectively. The difference in treatment times was not statistically significant (p>

0.1552). The ages at the completion of orthodontic treatment werc 15.77 + 3.87 for the
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nonextraction group and 19.l0 t7.29 for the extraction group. They were still

statistically different groups with respect to age at the end of treatment (p < 0.0155)

(Appendix 1b).

3.6 Facial Contour Angle of Extraction vs. Nonextraction Facial Profiles

Before Treatment

The extraction group differed from the non-extraction group signifrcantly before

treatment with respect to the facial contour angle (p< .0136) (Appendix 2a).The mean

facial contour angle of the extraction group before orthodontic treatment was -1 6.25" +

4.5 compared to the nonextraction group with a mean facial contour angle of -12.55" *.

3.9 before treatment.

After Treatment

The extraction group decreased in facial contour angle significantly during treatment

(p <.0001) while the non-extraction group did not (p> 0.85) (Appendix 2b). The facial

contour angles of the extraction and nonextraction groups after orthodontic treatment

were -I4.28o + 4.6 and 12.42" t 4.3 respectively (Table 4.2). These two groups are not

different statistically (p> 0.29) after treatment (Appendix 2c).
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Changes in the Facial Contour Angle can be presented graphically by dividing each of the
extraction and nonextraction groups into four groups or "Quantiles". Note that center bar
reflects 25th to 75th Quantiles with the SOYo Median expressed as a horizontal line. 95o/o of
subject values expressed as vertical bars extending from middle Quantile values. An
asterisk (*) denotes outlying subject(s). The changes in Facial Contour Angle (degrees)
is shown for the extraction and nonextractions groups in Figure 4.1 below. By
examination of the graph, it is evident that the change in Facial Contour Angle during
orthodontic treatment was larger for the extraction group compared to the nonextraction
group.
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Figure 4.I: A Comparison of Extraction and Nonextraction Groups: Changes in Facial
Contour Angle During Orthodontic Treatment as Expressed by Quantile
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3.7 Rickett's E-line Values of Extraction vs. Nonextraction X'acial Profiles

Before Treatment

The extraction and nonextraction groups were not found to be statistically different prior

to treatment (p > 0.21) (Appendix 3a). Rickett's E-line values for the extraction group

were 1.45mm +2.7 and -0.4mm + 3.9 for the non-extraction group prior to orthodontic

treatment.

After Treatment

The extraction group had an E-line value of -1.53mm + 3.0 after treatment. The

nonextraction group had an E-Line value of -1.5mm +2.8 after treatment. These two

groups are not statistically different after treatment (p0.69) (Appendix 3b). Despite the

fact that that extraction and nonextraction groups were not statistically different before or

after orthodontic treatment when compared with one another as stated previously, a

significant decrease in the value of the E-Line measurement was detected between the

two groups (p < .0120) (Appendix 3c); the change for the extraction group being

significant (p<.0001) while no significant change (p>0.11) in the E-line value occurred in

the nonextraction group (Appendix 3c).
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Changes in the Ricketts' E-Line value can be presented graphically by dividing each of
the extraction and nonextraction groups into four groups or "Quantiles". Note that center
bar reflects 25ú to 75ú Quantiles with the 50% Vãdian expressed as a horizontal line.
95% of subject values expressed as vertical bars extending from middle Quantile values.
An asterisk (*) denotes outlying subject(s). The changes in Ricketts' E-Line Value
(millimeters) is shown for the extraction and nonextractions groups in Figure 4.2below.
By examination of the graph, it is evident that the change in Ricketts' E-Line value
during orthodontic treatment was larger for the extraction group compared to the
nonextraction group.
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Figure 4.2: A Comparison of Extraction and Nonextraction Groups: Changes in Ricketts'
E-Line Values During Orthodontic Treatment as Expressed by Quantile
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3.8 The Likert Scale

The Likert Scale, named after U.S psychologist Rensis Likert (1903-1981), is a scale

showing respondents' agreement or disagreement. It is a scale measuring the degree to

which people agree or disagree with a statement, usually on a 3-, 5- or 7-point scale

(Encarta V/orld English Dictionary,2003). The Likert Scale is a commonly used research

tool in academic literature (Tindill et al., 1993; Seidel et al., 1999; Orlowski and

Christensen,2002). The Likert scale used in this study in the same method as described

in Koochek (2001). For a more detailed explanation of the use of the Likert Scale see

Bowers (1976).

3.9 Statistical Analvsis

All data was entered into ExcelO spreadsheets. Likert scale results from the data

collected from the rating of facial profiles were entered. Numbers from 1 to 5

represented: 1) worse, 2) slightly worse, 3) same, 4) slightly better and 5) better. Forty

lay evaluators and 40 trained dentists rated 40 patients (20 extraction and 20

nonextraction) for a total of 3200 responses. Since the results of the profile analyses did

not follow a normal distribution (see frgs 4.2,4.3,4.5). The Non-parametric data was

subjected to V/ilcoxon Signed Rank Sum Tests (Hassard,l99l) to determine if there was

a difference between the post-orthodontic treatment profiles of non-extraction cases vs.

first four premolar extraction cases as judged by trained dentists and lay evaluators. The

difference in perception of these profiles by dentally trained individuals vs. lay evaluators
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when they evaluate the post orthodontic treatment profiles of the two groups was also

tested by the same method.

Eight patients (4 extraction and 4 nonextraction) out of the sample of 40 had incompetent

lips at the end of treatment (see Table 4.3). This group was also subjected to Wilcoxon

Signed Rank Sum Tests (Hassard, 1991) to determine if there was a difference in the

profile rating of treatment outcomes with incompetent lips.

Statistical analyses of age of the patient, facial contour angle and Rickett's E-line to

determine means, standard deviation, range for both extraction and non-extraction

groups before and immediately after treatment were completed using Wilcoxon Signed

Rank Sum Tests (Hassard, 1991). In order to determine the differences between the soft

tissue profiles of the extraction and non-extraction group both before and after treatment

the groups were compared by Rickett's E-line values and Facial Contour Angle values

using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Sum Tests (Hassard, 1991) as well.

Facial contour angles and Rickett's E-line values were measured manually on the lateral

cephalometric films by the principal investigator to the nearest lz degree and Yz mm

respectively. Ten random measurements were performed by the principal investigator

two weeks later to test for error in measurement. No enors were recorded.
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Chapter 4

Results

'Whereas sections 4.3 and 4.4 showed that there were signif,rcant changes in the facial

profiles of patients (for Facial Contour Angle and Ricketts' E-Line) with premolar

extraction on completion of orthodontic treatment, the aim of this study was to determine

how these differences were perceived by dentally trained observers and lay observers in

comparison to the nonextraction group which did not change significantly during

orthodontic treatment based on the same measurements.

4.1 Facial Profile Preference of Extraction vs. Nonextraction Facial Profiles

Statistical results described in the following Tables use the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Sum

Tests (Hassard, 1991). Please refer to "Appendix Guideline for the Interpretation of

Statistical Tables" (page 97) for a detailed interpretation of these tables.

The comparison of extraction and nonextraction facial profiles in this study has resulted

in the preference of extraction profiles by both trained dentists (p< .0001) (Table 4.1) and

laypersons (p< .0001) (Table 4.2) atthe completion of orthodontic treatment.
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Extract N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

I 'lc

* I means extracted

0

TABLE 4.1: Wilcoxon

800

Trained dentists preferred extraction profiles more than non-extraction profiles p< .0001

800
709s35.50
57t264.s0

Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Extract

Extract N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

640400.0
640400.0

l*

* I means extracted

0

8951.546

TABLE 4.2: Wilcoxon

895t.546

800

Lay Evaluators preferred extraction profiles more than non-extraction prohles p< .0001

800

886.92

684396.0

714.08

596404.0

Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Extract

640400.0
640400.0

8942.1s9
8942.rs9

88s.50
745.51
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In Figure 4.3 below, the rating of the nonextraction group by trained dentists and lay
evaluators is shown in the two columns on the left. The rating of the extraction group by
trained dentists and lay evaluators is shown in the two columns shown on the right. The
rating of the "aftef'treatment profiles is shown by the percentage of Likert Scores that
were rated by each group (ratings were 1: worse, 2: slightly worse, 3: same, 4: slightly
better and 5: better). Upon examination of the graph it is very apparent that the
extraction group had a significantly (p< .0001) greater percentage of Likert Scores of
slightly better (4) or better (5) in comparison to the nonextraction group.
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Fisure 4.3: Trained Dentists andLay Evaluators: Distribution Of Likert Scores (%) for
Extraction and Nonextraction Facial Profiles
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4.2 Competent and Incompetent Lip Preference of Extraction vs. Nonextraction

Facial Profiles

Characteristics of the Incompetent Lip Group

Eight subjects (4 extraction and 4 non-extraction) had incompetent lips at the end of

treatment (20%) while the other 32 subjects (80%) finished treatment with competent lips

(Table 4.3). The average measurement of lip incompetence in the group at the end of

treatment was 6.6mm with 6 of 8 subjects having lip incompetence of 5mm or more

(Table 4.3 below):

Sex Extraction or
Non-extraction

Treatment

F

F

M
M
F

Age at Initial
.s A,,

Records/ Lip
Incompetence
(mm) shown in
parentheses*

extraction

F

non-extraction

F

non-extraction

shown as taken from the cephalometric frlms, "zeto" value means lips were competent.

TABLE 4.3: Summary of Profiles with Incompetent Lips: Extraction and Nonextraction
Patients and Ages during Orthodontic Treatment

F

non-extraction
non-extraction

xAll ages and times are shown in years- months; measurement of Lip Incompetence (mm) is

extraction

Age at End of
Treatment 6rB"

Records/ Lip
Incompetence
(mm) shown in
Darentheses*

extraction

15-1 t6)

extraction

14-0 t0)
t2-6 (5\

r4-4 (7)
16-10 (7)

13-0 (8)

Length of
Treatment*

18-7 (0.5)

13-s (s)
t3-2 0\

16-0 Q)
rs-0 (5)
ts-7 (8)

20-2 (16),

15-6 (8)

17-4 (7\
16-2 (6\

3-6
2-0
2-6
1-3

3-5
2-6

3-1 1

3-0
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4.2 h\ Evaluation of Competent Lins vs. Incomnetent Lins bv Trained Dentists

Trained dentists significantly preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in both

extraction profiles Cr<.0001) (Table 4.4) and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table

4.s).

Incompetent N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Lips Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

1

x I means incompetent lips

0

TABLE 4.4: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Incompetent Lips in Extraction Profiles

Trained dentists preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in extraction
profiles p< .0001

r60
640

44573.0
275827.0

Incompetent
Lips

64080.0
2s6320.0

0

* 1 means incompetent lips

1

TABLE 4.5: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Incompetent Lips in Non-Extraction Profiles

Trained dentists preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in non-extraction
profiles p< .0001

2st4.823

N

2514.823

640
160

Sum of
Scores

278.58

280974.s0

430.98

3942s.s0

Expected
Under Ho

256320.0
64080.0

Std Dev
Under Ho

2s39.12s
2539.12s

Mean
Score

439.02
246.41
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4.2 hl Evaluation of Comnetent Lips vs. fncompetent Lips bv Lav Evaluators

Lay evaluators significantly preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in

extraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table 4.6) and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table

4.1).

Incompetent
Lips
I

* 1 means incompetent lips

TABLE 4.6: Wilcoxon

0

Incompetent Lips in Extraction Profiles

Lay Evaluators preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in extraction profiles
p<.0001

N

160

640

Sum of
Scores

48273.0
272t27.0

Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classif,red by Variable

Incompetent
Lips

Expected
Under Ho
64080.0

0

256320.0

I

TABLE 4.7:

Std Dev
Under Ho

Incompetent Lips in Non-Extraction Profiles

Lay Evaluators preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in non-extraction
profiles p< .0001

N

2524.609

640

2524.603

160

Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable

Sum of
Scores

Mean

301.71
Score

277135.0

425.20

43265.0

Expected
Under Ho

2s6320.0
64080.0

Std Dev
Under Ho

2525.2s0
2s2s.250

Mean

433.02
Score

270.41
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4.2 k\ Trained Dentists vs. Lav Evaluators in the Evaluation of Extraction ProfTles

with Competent Lips

There is no significant difference þ< 0.14) between

the evaluation of extraction profiles with competent

Evaluator N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

1

+ I means trained dentist

0

TABLE 4.8: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Dentist

640

There is no significant difference þ> 0.14) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of profiles treated by extraction with competent lips (See Fig a.Ð.

640

trained dentists and lay evaluators in

lips (Table 4.8).

419261.0
400579.0

409920.0
409920.0

633s.781
6335.781

655. I 0

625.90
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In the graph (Figure 4.4) below, extraction profiles with competent lips have been rated
by trained dentists (blue) and lay evaluators (red). Forty trained dentists and 40 lay
evaluators rated the post treatment profiles of 36 extraction patients with competent lips
for a total of 2880 observations (shown on the Y-axis). Profile ratings were based on a
Likert Scale of 1 to 5 (X-axis). The Likert Scale ratings v/ere l: worse, 2: slightly
worse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5: better. There is no significant difference þ>
0.14) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles treated by
extraction with competent lips - which is evident upon examination of the graph.

Extraction Profiles with Competent Lips

Fieure 4.4: Trained Dentists and Lay Evaluators in the Assessment of Extraction Profiles
with Competent Lips: Number of Assessments vs. Likert Scores

(Likert Scale: l: worse,2: slightly worse, 3: same,4: slightly better and 5: better)

J

Likert Scale Value Selected by Raters

I @ trained

¡u.!fer9o,
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4.2 ßl Dentists vs. Lav Evaluators in the Evaluation of Nonextraction Profiles with
Competent Lips.

No statistically significant difference was found (p> 0.34) between trained dentists and

lay evaluators in the evaluation of or nonextraction profiles with competent lips (Table

4.e).

Evaluators N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

1

* I means trained dentist

0

TABLE 4.9: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Dentist

There is no significant difference (p> 0.34) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of profiles treated by non-extraction with competent lips.

640
640

403791.0
416049.0

409920.0
409920.0

6382.690
6382.690

630.92
6s0.08
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In the graph (Figure 4.5) below, nonextraction profiles with competent lips have been
rated by trained dentists (blue) and lay evaluators (red). Forty trained dentists and 40 lay
evaluators rated the post treatment profiles of 36 nonextraction patients with competent
lips for a total of 2880 observations (shown on the Y-axis). Profile ratings were based on
a Likert Scale of I to 5 (X-axis). The Likert Scale ratings were 1: worse, 2: slightly
worse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5: better. There is no significant difference (p>
0.34) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles treated by
non-extraction with competent lips - this is evident upon examination of the graph.

Nonextraction Profiles w¡th Competent L¡ps

(Likert Scale: l: worse, 2= slightly worse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5= better)

Figure 4.5: Trained Dentists andLay Evaluators in the Assessment of Nonextraction
Profiles with Competent Lips: Number of Assessments vs. Likert Scores

J

Llk€rt Scale Value Selected by RateF

i ø tra¡ned

it untrained
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4.2 Gl Dentists vs. Lav Evaluators in the Evaluation of Extraction ProfTles with
Incompetent Lips.

There was no signif,rcant difference (p> 0.68) between trained dentists and lay evaluators

in the evaluation of extraction profiles with incompetent lips (Table 4.10).

Evaluators N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

I

* I means trained dentist

0

TABLE 4.10: Wilcoxon Scores

160

There is no significant difference þ> 0.68) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of extraction profiles with incompetent lips.

160

25352.0
26008.0

(Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Dentist

2s680.0
25680.0

803.591
803.597

158.4s
t62.ss
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In the graph (Figure 4.6) below, extraction profiles with incompetent lips have been rated
by trained dentists (blue) and lay evaluators (red). Forty trained dentists and 40 lay
evaluators rated the post treatment profiles of 4 extraction patients with incompetent lips
for a total of 320 observations (shown on the Y-axis). Profile ratings were based on a
Likert Scale of 1 to 5 (X-axis). The Likert Scale ratings were 1: worse, 2: slightly
worse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5= better. There is no significant difference (p>
0.68) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles treated by
extraction with incompetent lips - this is evident upon examination of the graph.
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Extraction Profiles with lncompetent Lips

Figure 4.6: Trained Dentists and Lay Evaluators in the Assessment of Extraction Profiles
with Incompetent Lips: Number of Assessments vs. Likert scores

(Likert Scale: 1: worse, 2: slightly worse, 3: same, 4= slightly better and 5= better)
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4.2 ffl Dentists vs. Lav Evaluators in the Evaluation of Nonextraction Profiles with
Incompetent Lips.

There was a significant difference between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the

evaluation of nonextraction profiles with incompetent lips p:.016 (Table 4.1 1).

Dentist N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

I

x I means trained dentist

0

TABLE 4.11: Vy'ilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classif,red by Variable
Dentist

160

Lay evaluators prefer profiles with incompetent lips more than trained dentists in the
evaluation of profiles treated by non-extraction with incompetent lips p: .016

160

23769.50
27590.50

2s680.0
25680.0

792.746
792.146

148.56
n2.44
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In the graph (Figure 4.7) below, nonextraction prof,rles with incompetent lips have been
rated by trained dentists (blue) and lay evaluators (red). Forty trained dentists and 40 lay
evaluators rated the post treatment profiles of 4 nonextraction patients with incompetent
lips for a total of 320 observations (shown on the Y-axis). Profile ratings were based on a
Likert Scale of I to 5 (X-axis). The Likert Scale ratings were 1: worse, 2: slightly
\¡/orse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5: better. There was a significant difference (p:
.016) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles treated by
nonextraction with incompetent lips - upon examination of the graph, it is evident that
the lay evaluators scored the profiles with a rating of 4 (slightly better) or 5 (better) more
frequently than the trained dentists.

Nonextraction Profiles with lncompetent Lips

(Likert Scale: l: worse, 2: slightly worse, 3: same, 4: slightly better and 5: better)

Figure 4.7: Trained Dentists and Lay Evaluators in the Assessment of Nonextraction

Profiles with Incompetent Lips: Number of Assessments vs. Likert Scores

ó

L¡kert Scale Value Selected by Raters

løtra¡ned :
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4.3 Summarv of Results and Null Hvpotheses

The current study was designed to test the following null hypotheses:

1) There is no difference in the changes between the post-orthodontic treatment profiles
of non-extraction cases vs. first four premolar extraction cases as judged by trained
dentists and lay evaluators.

2) There is no difference in post treatment profile rating by dentally trained individuals
vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent vs. competent lips.

3) There is no difference in post treatment profile rating by dentally trained individuals
vs. lay evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with incompetent or competent lips.

4) There is no difference in the soft tissue profiles of the extraction and non-extraction
group before and after treatment.

Trained Dentists preferred extraction profiles more than non-extraction profiles (p<.0001)
(Table 2.1)

Lay Evaluators preferred extraction profiles more than non-extraction profiles þ< .0001)
(Table2.2)

The null hypothesis that there is no difference in the changes between the post-
orthodontic treatment proJiles of non-extruction cases vs. Jirst four premolar extraction
cøses as judged by trained dentists and lay evaluotors is rejected (p<.0001).
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Hypothesis #2

Trained dentists significantly preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in both

extraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table 4.4) and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table

4.5).

Lay evaluators significantly preferred competent lips more than incompetent lips in

extraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table 4.6) and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001) (Table

4.7).

The null hypothesis that there is no difference in post treatment proJîle rating by
dentally trained individuals vs. løy evaluators in the evaluation of profiles with
incompetent vs. competent lips is rejected (p<0001).

Hypothesis #3

There is no significant difference (p> 0.14) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of extraction profiles with competent lips (Table 4.8).

There is no significant difference þ> 0.34) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of or nonextraction profiles with competent lips (Table 4.9).

There is no significant difference (p> 0.68) between trained dentists and lay evaluators in
the evaluation of extraction profiles with incompetent lips (Table 4.10).

There was a signif,rcant difference between trained dentists and lay evaluators in the
evaluation of nonextraction profiles with incompetent lips p:.016 (Table 4.1 1).

The null hypothesis that there is no dffirence in post treøtment proJile rating by
dentølly traíned individuøls vs. lay evaluøtors ín the evaluation of extraction proJíles
with competent and incompetent lips or nonextraction profiles with competent lips ß
accepted (p>0.14).
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The null hypothesis thøt there is no dffirence in post trestment proJi.le rating by
dentally trøíned índíviduøls vs. lay evuluøtors in the evøluøtion of nonextraction
proJiles with incompetent lips ß rejected ( p:.016).

Hypothesis #4

The Ricketts' E-Line values for the extraction and nonextraction groups were not found
to be statistically different prior to treatment (p >0.21) (Appendix 3a).

The facial contour angle of the extraction group and the non-extraction group were
significantly different statistically before treatment (p< .0136) (Appendix 2a).

The Ricketts' E-Line values for the extraction and nonextraction groups were not found
to be statistically different after treatment (p>0.69) (Appendix 3b).

The facial contour angles of the extraction and nonextraction groups after orthodontic
treatment not different statistically (p> 0.29) after treatment (Appendix 2c).

"Before" Treatment Summary

The null hypothesis thøt there ß no dffirence in the soft tßsue profiles of the
extraction and non-extrøction groaps " beþre" treutment cønnot be rejected bssed on
Ricketts' E- line value (p > 0.21) (Appendix 3a) ønd is accepted.

However, the null hypothesis thøt there is no dffirence in the soft tissue proJiles of the
extraction ønd non-extraction groups "before" treatment ís rejected (p<.0136), if based
on the fact that the facial contour angle of the extraction group and the non-extraction
group were significantly dffirent statistically beþre treatment (p< .0136) (þpendix 2a).

"After" Treatment Summary

Tlte null hypothesis thøt there is no difference in the soft tissue proJiles of the
extraction and non-extruction groups "ctfter" treutment ß uccepted åased on the results
that the facial contour angles of the extraction and nonextraction groups after orthodontic
treatment not different statistically @>0.29) after treatment (Appendix 2c) and the
Ricketts' E-Line value for the extraction and nonextraction groups were not found to be
statistically different after treatment (p> 0.69) (Appendix 3b).
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Internretation of the Results Relative to the Literature

5.1 (a) Extraction vs. Nonextraction Facial Profiles

The comparison of extraction and nonextraction facial prof,rles in this study has resulted

in the preference of the change in extraction profiles by both trained dentists and

laypersons at the end of treatment. (Table 4.11; Table 4.I2;Figure 4.3) The results

disagree with literature (non peer-reviewed) that is critical of the extraction of premolar

teeth (Stoner,1984; Bowbeer, 1986; Witzig and Sphal, 1987; Broadbent, 1990) and the

belief that premolar extraction causes "dished in" or compromised profiles. This is in

agreement with the peer-reviewed literature on the subject (Paquette at al, 1992;

Luppanapornolarp and Johnston, 1993; Young and Smith, 1993; Staggers, 1994; Bishara

and Jakobsen, 1997; Boley et al, 1998; James, 1998; Bishara et aL,1997 Bowman and

Johnston, 2000). Examination of the literature that is critical of the extraction of premolar

teeth (Stoner,1984; Bowbeer, 1986; Witzig and Sphal, 1987; Broadbent, 1990) however,

reveals that this body of evidence is based on opinion or limited case reports and should

be seen in this light.
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5.1 (b) Why were the extraction profiles preferred?

A possible reason why both trained dentists and laypersons preferred the post treatment

profiles of the extraction group is that the magnitude of change following orthodontic

treatment was greater in the extraction group compared to the nonextraction group. It also

happened that the perception ofchange in the extraction group over the course of

orthodontic treatment approached accepted norms found in the scientific literature

(Jacobsen and Caufield, 1985). In this study facial contour angle and Rickett's E-line

values were measured before and after orthodontic treatment for the extraction and

nonextraction groups in an effort to measure facial change that would be observed by the

raters as a predictor for facial proflrle preference, using established "norms" in the

literature as a guide.

5.1 (c) Facial Contour Angle on ProfTle Assessment

The extraction group differed from the non-extraction group significantly before

treatment with respect to the facial contour angle. The mean facial contour angle of the

extraction group before orthodontic treatment was -16.25o * 4.5 compared to the

nonextraction group with a mean facial contour angle of -12.55o + 3.9 before treatment.

These two groups are statistically different before treatment p< .0136 (Table 4.5).

Furthermore, the nonextraction group falls into the preferred norms for facial contour

angle (-1 1'+ 4") based on 40 acceptable faces chosen by a group ofthree artists at the

Herron Institute of Art in Indianapolis (Burstone, 1959). Other "ideal" facial contour
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angles (based on 84 constructed androgynous silhouettes rated by 545 dental

professionals) reported for men are between -10o and -14'with a mean of -12o and

female "ideals" range from -14o to -16o with a mean of -15o (McCollum, 2001). Other

"norms" reported for female Caucasians are -11" and -13.9o in African American

females based on a study of 60 Caucasian and 60 African American females (Sutter and

Turley, 1998). The extraction group is clearly more convex prior to treatment. More

interesting are the values of the facial contour angles immediately after orthodontic

treatment.

The facial contour angles of the extraction and nonextraction groups after orthodontic

treatment were -14.28o + 4.6 and -12.42" t 4.3 respectively. These two groups are not

different statistically (p>.05) after treatment (Table 4.6). In fact, the extraction group

decreased in facial contour angle significantly during treatment (p <.0001) (Table 4.7)

and was no longer statistically different from the nonextraction group. Is there an

explanation for this result?

5.1 (d) Impact of Age on ProfTle Assessment

Post treatment profiles were compared with pretreatment profiles during a period of

active growth for most of the patients, particularly males. Differences in the magnitude

of growth between the two groups is very likely since the extraction and nonextraction

groups were significantly different in age (p<.0238)(Table 4.3). The average active

treatment time of the extraction and nonextraction groups were 2.8 and2.5 years,
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respectively, and were statistically different groups at the end of treatment (p<

.0i55)(Table 4.4) for the simple reason that the average treatment time of the extraction

group was longer than the nonextraction group. However, the extraction group mean age

was 16.3 * 7 years while the non-extraction group mean was 73.26 t 3.8 years before

orthodontic treatment. The change in the facial contour angle actually occurred in the

significantly older group of extraction patients. Most studies attempt to keep an

extraction and non-extraction group the same age when making comparisons (Finnoy et

al, 1987 ; Bishara et al, 1994; Kocadereli , 2002) and certainly age and sex match controls

in a study to reduce the effects of growth at different ages (Talass et al, 1987, Bishara and

Jacobsen, 1997). The comparison of two groups of different ages in the early literature

has been criticized as the effects of growth and treatment are often together rather than

discrete variables (Hershey, 1972).If the extraction group had been significantly younger

than the nonextraction group when pubertal growth was most rapid, it could perhaps be

concluded that the extraction group had more "growth" and therefore changed the most

and became more highly favored. In fact, the opposite happened. Why? One reason could

be that the rate of change of facial convexity occurs mostly between the ages of 15 to 25

years in males and over a longer period of time (10 to 25 years) in females (Bishara,

1998) thus favoring the older extraction group to improve in facial convexity more than

the nonextraction group.

Other factors than facial convexity could have influenced the perception of an improved

facial profile such as hairstyle, makeup or facial expression ( Bishara and Jakobsen,

1997) or increased vertical dimension (De Smit and Dermault, 1984). Regardless, the
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results of this study support the generally held opinion in the literature, namely that soft

tissue convexity is reduced by premolar extraction where non-extraction treatment has

little effect (Luppanapornolarp and Johnston, 1993; Bowman and Johnston, 2000). This is

likely since the extraction groups tend to have greater pretreatment facial imbalances than

nonextraction groups resulting in the perception of greater improvements in facial

balance of the extraction group (James, i998). Bishara (1995) who concluded that the

angle of convexity had a significantly greater decrease in the extraction group (N:44)

compared to the non-extraction group (N:47) of 91 Class II division I patients.

Significant differences in the reduction in convexity ( Nasion, A-Point and Pogonion hard

tissue points) have also been demonstrated between a Class II extraction group compared

to both Class II and Class I nonextraction groups (Bishara et al., 1994). Bishara (1994)

concluded that orthodontic treatment using orthopedic extraoral forces as well as light

Class II elastics could "normalize" the skeletal relationship and has been observed in the

earlier literature (West, 1957; Moore, 1959).

5.2 Rickett's E-line

Rickett's E-line values were l.45mm +2.7 for the extraction group and -0.4mm + 3.9 for

the non-extraction group prior to orthodontic treatment. These two groups were not found

to be statistically different prior to treatment (Table 4.8). After treatment, both extraction

and nonextraction groups experienced a decrease in the value of the E-Line measurement;

the change for the extraction group being greater and significant (Table 4.9). Atthe end

of treatment, both groups were very close to the "norms" of 2mm behind this line on
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average, with the observation by Ricketts (1960) that the lower lip may be expected to be

on the E-Plane in an I 1-I4 year old group while adults can exhibit a lower lip a full 4mm

behind the E-plane. Ricketts attributed this observed value primarily to both thinning of

the lips and growth of the nose and chin later in life. The extraction group had a mean

value of -1.53mm * 3.0 after treatment. The nonextraction group had an E-Line value of -

1.5mm + 2.8 after treatment. The E-line value changed significantly (p<.0001) for the

extraction group during orthodontic treatment (Table 4.9) but not enough to make the

extraction and nonextraction groups statistically different (Table 4. I ) because the

standard deviation is so high. The individual variation mean within one group is greater

than between the two groups.

To summarize, in the extraction group the facial contour angle and the E-line value both

changed significantly during treatment to approach a more "normal" value post-

treatment. These measurements are only part of the overall assessment of facial profile,

but based on this study, changes accomplished by treatment and/or growth that

approximate accepted normal values is perceived to improve facial profile by both trained

dentists and lay evaluators.

5.3 Comnetent Lios vs. Incomnetent Lins

Trained dentists and lay evaluators significantly (p<.0001) prefened competent lips more

than incompetent lips in extraction and non-extraction profiles (Tables 4.14-4.17). Eight

subjects (4 extraction and 4 non-extraction) had incompetent lips at the end of treatment
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while the other 72 subjects finished treatment with competent lips (Table 4.13). The

average measurement of lip incompetence in the group was 6.6mm. The preference of a

lip competent group over a lip incompetent group of this magnitude is in agreement with

the literature as the average interlabial gap at rest has been reported to be 1.8mm x. 1.2 in

centric occlusion and 3.7mm + 1.6 with the mandible at rest (Burstone, 1967). These

values are also supported by Proffit (2000) who states that an interlabial gap at rest of

5mm or more is generally not esthetically pleasing.

The ratings of extraction vs. nonextraction profiles with incompetent lips by dentists and

lay evaluators should be interpreted with caution. Lay evaluators prefer (p:.016)

nonextraction profiles with incompetent lips more than trained dentists (Table 4.21).The

results, although statistically significant, are based on a small sample size of 4 patients in

each group.

5.4 Comment

Bisahra and Jakobsen (1997) reported in their systematic review of the literature that29

studies had been completed which investigated the facial profile before and after

treatment. Laypersons v/ere used to assess profiles in only two of the studies (De Laat,

7974;Baner and Ghafari, 1985). De Laat (1974) used silhouettes of the facial profile

where all patients had their premolars extracted. Barrer and Ghafari (19S5) used 100

dental students to rate 48 silhouettes of the facial profile representing patients all treated

by nonextraction. Bishara's study (1997), using laypersons to compare extraction and
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nonexkaction effects on facial profile found that extraction profiles were also favored

immediately after treatment. To date, after an extensive search of the English literature,

no study other than the present one has offered the assessment of extraction and

nonextraction facial profile photographs by both dentists and laypersons, where both

preference ofextraction or nonextraction profiles and preference ofcompetent or

incompetent lips in orthodontically treated patients was examined.
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Chapter 6

Limitations of the Present Studv

This study was limited in that it was designed to only determine the preference of the

extraction or non-extraction facial profiles immediately after orthodontic treatment.

Continued facial growth may also have an influence with respect to the preference of

extraction or nonextraction profiles.

Due to the design of the study, all participants that rated the profiles remained

unidentified. It may be valuable in future studies to track the gender of the raters in order

to determine if this affects preference of facial profiles. This could be applicable in the

present study as the extraction group was heavily weighted with female patients (15 out

of 20) while the nonextraction group was more evenly distributed with 11 males and 9

females.

This study was limited by the Ethics Committee at the University of Manitoba. The

Health Research Ethics Board ruled that the use of the internet to collect data through the

use of a secure website would not be permissible. This limited the amount of data that

could be collected by limiting the number of raters. As well, it eliminated the potential

for a national discussion in the sense that rater response may have varied by region,

educational background, or nationality if the study was extended to other countries.
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Chapter 7

Sussested Modifications of Future Studies

In a future study, an attempt should be made to determine the gender of the participants

asked to rate the profiles for the reasons mentioned in section 6 above.

Orthodontic records (especially photographs) require standardization with Frankfort

horizontal parallel to the horizontal plane of the photograph being evaluated. Patient

profile photographs should also be modified to a relatively constant distance from the

camera lens to reduce magnification differences between patients.

A future study should attempt to match the extraction and nonextraction groups for age

and sex in an effort to limit the effects of growth. Perhaps the only ideal way to achieve

this would be to select both groups as non-growing patients, but at the end of the day the

majority of the patients in the orthodontic office are still growing - and so should our

knowledge of growth and its effects during orthodontic treatment.

A long-term study is needed to determine whether these preferences persist with age. It

would be of great interest to evaluate whether the impact of soft tissue growth or thinning

of soft tissue with age on facial profile would effect the rating by both lay evaluators and

trained dentists.
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A study to determine the impact of such extraneous factors such as hair color, makeup or

style of hair on rater's assessment of facial profiles would be interesting.

One of the most interesting studies would be to do exactly what this thesis had first

intended to do - use the internet in the creation of a national web page to gather vast

amounts of data to address the great debate "Extraction vs. Nonextraction" and examine

the subject based on scientific studies, opinion or anecdotal reports in the orthodontic

treatment of our patients. With a web-based design, the amount of data collected from

raters could be greatly increased. Regional preferences for the "ideal" profile could also

be assessed.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

From the findings of this study, the following conclusions can be made:

1. Trained dentists and lay evaluators prefer the change in extraction profiles
over nonextraction profiles immediately after orthodontic treatment

þ<.0001)

2. Trained dentists and lay evaluators preferred competent lips to
incompetent lips in both extraction and nonextraction profiles (p<.0001)

3. The facial contour angle decreased only in the extraction group in this
study (p<.0001) while the facial contour angle did not change significantly
for the nonextraction group.

4. With respect to profile change, extraction of four first premolars does not
seem to have as significant effect on subjective evaluation ofpost-
extraction facial esthetics. This finding is supported by several other
similar studies.

Recommendations

1. Orthodontists should not be reluctant to extract four premolars in moderately
crowded cases if based on a sound diagnosis that includes a soft tissue profile
evaluation.

2. Further studies are needed to assess the rating of facial profiles over time. That
is, it would be ideal to determine how the extraction and nonextraction groups
would be judged by trained dentists and lay evaluators 10 to i5 years post
treatment.
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Appendix Guideline for the Interpretation of Statistical Tables

Evaluator N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Scores Under Ho Under Ho Score

I

* I means trained dentist

0

TABLE 4.11:

160

160

Lay evaluators prefer profiles with incompetent lips more than trained dentists in the
evaluation of prof,rles treated by non-extraction with incompetent lips p: .016

INTERPRETATION OF THE ABOVE DATA

Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Scale Classified by Variable
Dentist

23169.50
27590.50

"Evaluator" defined as "1" or "0" where the observations of trained dentists and lay
evaluators v/ere compared. "l" means the trained dentist group.

"N" is the number of observations. In all cases, there are 80 evaluators (40 trained
dentists and 40 lay evaluators). The sample size varies depending on the groups
compared. In this case, 4 nonextraction profiles with incompetent lips are being
compared to determine if there is a preference between the trained dentists or lay
evaluators. The trained dentists had 160 observations (40 trained dentists X 4 patients
with incompetent lips treated by nonextraction.

"Sum of Scores" is the sum of the ranking values applied to the data based on each
responses from observers in the category based on the Likert Score they selected to rate
the "after" treatment profile. THIS IS THE VALUE THAT IS COMPARED TO A "Z
TABLE'' OR "T TABLE'' TO DETERMINE THE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
RESULT. In this case, p:0.016.

"Expected Under Ho" describes what the ranks should be if they are equal.

2s680.0
2s680.0

792.746
792.746

148.56
172.44

"Std Dev Under Ho" describes the distribution of the sample

"Mean Score" is derived from the "Sum of Scores" to provide that Statistician a summary
of the differences (if any) between the two groups.
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APPBNDIX 1: Ase of Patient Comnarins Extraction vs.

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

ext
non-ext

Nonextraction Grouns

APPENDIX la: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Age "Before" Treatment
Classified by Variable Extraction

There is a significant difference in age between the extraction and nonextraction groups
before orthodontic treatment p < 0.0238.

20
20

493.50

326.50
410.0

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

410.0

ext
non-ext

Appendix lb: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Age "After" Treatment
Classified by Variable Extraction

There is a significant difference in age between the extraction and nonextraction groups
after orthodontic treatment p < 0.0155

36.9s1
36.951

20
20

24.68

16.33

499.s0
320.50

410.0
410.0

36.959
36.959

24.98
16.03
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APPENDIX 2: Facial Contour Ansle of Bxtraction vs.

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 2a: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Facial Contour Angle
"Before" Treatment Classif,red by Variable Extraction

There is a significant difference in facial contour angle between the extraction and
nonextraction groups before orthodontic treatment p < 0.0136

Nonextraction Groups

20
20

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

501.0
319.0

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 2b: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Change in Facial Contour
Angle

Classified by Variable Extraction

410.0
410.0

20

There is a significant difference in change of facial contour angle between the extraction
and nonextraction groups during orthodontic treatment p < .005

Note that a Signed Rank Test on the above data for the nonextraction group concluded that the
change in Facial Contour Angle was not significant (p< 0.85) during orthodontic treatment. A
Signed Rank Test for the extraction group concluded that the change in Facial Contour Angle was
significant during orthodontic treatment p< .0001

t9

36.887
36.887

301.0
479.0

2s.05
15.95

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

400.0
380.0

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 2c: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Facial Contour Angle
"After" Treatment Classified by Variable Extraction

There is no difference in facial contour angle (p> 0.29) between the extraction and
nonextraction groups after orthodontic treatment.

35.292
3s.292

20

20

15.05

25.21

437.s0
342.50

400.0
380.0

35.455
35.4ss

21.88

18.03
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APPENDIX 3: Ricketts' E-Line of Extraction vs.

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 3a: V/ilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Ricketts' E-Line "Before"
Treatment classified by Variable Extraction

There is no statistical difference þ> 0.21) in Ricketts' E-Line value between the
extraction and nonextraction groups before orthodontic treatment.

Nonextraction Grouns

20
20

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

456.0
364.0

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 3b: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Ricketts' E-Line "After"
Treatment Classified by Variable Extraction

There is no statistical difference þ> 0.69) in Ricketts' E-Line value between the
extraction and nonextraction groups after orthodontic treatment.

410.0
410.0

20
t9

36.756

Extraction N Sum of Expected Std Dev Mean
Under Ho Under Ho Score

36.756

386.0
394.0

ext
non-ext

APPENDIX 3c: Wilcoxon Scores (Rank Sums) for Variable Change in Ricketts' E-Line
Values Classified by Variable Extraction

There is a significant difference in change in Ricketts' E-Line values between the
extraction and nonextraction groups during orthodontic treatment (p <.0120).

A Signed Rank Test for the nonextraction group concluded that the change in Ricketts'
E-Line values was not significant during orthodontic treatment. (p >.1 1.)

A Signed Rank Test for the extraction group concluded that change in Ricketts' E-Line
values was significant during orthodontic treatment (p < .0001).
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APPENDIX 4: Research Particinant Information and Consent
Form

Research Particinant Information and Consent Form

"The Evaluation of Post-Orthodontic Soft Tissue Profiles:
Non-Extraction and First Four Bicuspid Extraction Profiles Compared by Dentally

Trained and Untrained Individuals"

Dan Stuart, DDS- Principal Investigator
Resident, Graduate Orthodontic Program

University of Manitoba
780 Bannatyne Avenue

Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3E 0W2

(204) 789-3s4s

lVersion L.2 -Nov 1.2002\

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Please take your time to review
this consent form and decide whether or not you wish to participate in this study.

Purpose - The purpose of this study is to examine:

1) The differences between the post-orthodontic treatment profiles of non-extraction
cases vs. first four bicuspid extraction cases.

2) The differences in perception of these profiles by dentally untrained individuals vs.
untrained individuals. Untrained individuals will be the f,rrst year hygiene and
dentistry students at The University of Manitoba in the fall of 2002.

Participant initials:

(Version 1.2)
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Studv Procedures

Please rate the profiles of 40 patients following orthodontic treatment. Some of the
patients have been treated by extracting four first premolars. Some have been treated with
no extractions. The before treatment and after treatment profiles will be shown for
approximately thirty seconds.

Please rate the after treatment profiles compared to the before treatment profiles in
accordance with the scale below. Please circle the number that youfeel best describes the
after treatment profile. Before treatment profiles are on the left and after treatment
profiles are on the right. The patients are in no particular order.

Risks
If you are a student of Dentistry or Dental Hygiene your participation in this study or lack
thereof will in no way influence your evaluation as a student.

Benefits
You will receive no payment or reimbursement for any expenses related to taking part in
this study.

Confidentialit)¡

(Version 1.2)

Information gathered in this research study may be published or presented in public
forums, however your name and other identifying information will not be used or
revealed.

The University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Committee may review records
related to the study for quality assurance purposes.

Decision to Participate or Withdraw

You decision to participate in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or
you may withdraw at any time.

Questions

If you have any questions during or after the study please contact Dr. Dan Stuart by
phone at (204) 789-3545 ext 1 or by e-mail at danstuartg6@hotmail.com.

(Version 1.2)
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APPENDIX 5: Data Collection Form

Have you read and do you understand the enclosed consent form and agree to
participate in this study? yes or no (please circle)

Dan Stuart, DDS - Master's Thesis 2004

Are you a:
'1) trained dentist or specialist OR 2) Untrained dental studenU hygienist

(Please circle 1 or 2)

Please rate the profiles of 40 patients following orlhodontic treatment.
Some of the patients have been treated by extracting four first
premolars. Some have been treated with no extractions. The before
treatment and after treatment profiles will be shown for thirty seconds.
Please rate the after treatment profiles compared to the before
treatment profiles in accordance with the scale below. Please circle
the number that you feelbesf describes the after treatment profile.
Before treatment profiles are on the left and after treatment profiles
are on the right. The patients are in no parlicular order.

Data Collection

PATIENT #I

Worse
23

Jlìghtiy woisä sämö

PATIENT #2

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

T
slightly better better
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PATIENT #3

il t_ e I q 
iWorse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #4

ii t 3 4 5 i

Wóisä slighäv wòisð säme ðlishiit beiið¡ beiiei

PATIENT #5

Worse slightly worse

PATIENT #6

i1
wôrêe JllghiiÍ wóïse ðämð ðlìshi¡t beitei

PATIENT #7

i1 t_ "3 4 5 ì

worse sl¡ghti wóise säme ôlìétrlit bet¡èi böiiei

PATIENT #8

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

__-__ ___Y--_____i

better
5i
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PATIENT #9

il t- e 4 5 j

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #10

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #11

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #12

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #13

irt¿.rô/lE:i1 2 3 4 5 r

wóise sliér'tV wóise samð èlìgrrt¡t beiiei ouiiör- '

PATIENT #14

i1 ?
Worse slightly worse same

45i
èlìshiit bðiiei böiiei 

'
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PATIENT #15

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #16

i1 2 3 4 5 :

Wóise sllérrtiü r,i'oisð säme alisht¡t bðiiëi bðiiöi '

PATIENT #I7
---_--_ti1 2 3 4 5 i

wóise stìghät wóïðe Jämö slìghi¡t beiiei bäiiei

PATIENT #18

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #19

iì t 3 4 5 i

Wôise Jrightiv wóisð sämö slìshilt beiiöi itðiiei

PATIENT #20
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PATIENT #2I

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #22

i1 2
Worse slightly worse same

PATIENT #23

ii t- e I q 
rWorse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #24

ii )_ e " 4 .51Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #25

i"-)-'-'-----:r 2345i
wóise sl¡ghllv wóise ðämö èlìshi¡t beiiöi ' 

neïtöi '

PATIENT #26

rJi

òlishiit beiiei beitei
4 5i

ii 2 ¡ 4 5 j

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better
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PATIENT #29

PATIENT #30

Worse slightly worse same slightly better better

PATIENT #31

PATIENT #32

i1 t
Worse slightly worse same

45i
èlìshiit beiið¡ bðiiei '
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PATIENT #33

PATIENT #34

PATIENT #35

ij " ¿ 3 4 s ì

worse slighüi wóise säme èlishilt beiiöi oeiiei

PATIENT #36

Worse slightly worse

PATIENT #37

t1 2 3 4 5 i

wóise sriérrliv wóisö säme èlisht¡t beiiei neiiei '

PATIENT #38

i1 2 3 4 s i

wóisä slighäy wòisð ðame élisht¡t böttei 'ue=itei 
'

e 4 5i-----¡same slightly better better
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PATIENT #39

il.
Worse slightly worse

PATIENT #40

COMMENTS (optional):

same slightly better
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APPBNDIX 6:
Extraction and Nonextraction Sample Characteristics of Age,
Facial Contour Anele and Ricketts' E-Line Values for Before

and After Orthodontic Treatment

Age
fNonextraction)

Age
lExtraction)

Facial Contour
Angle (o)

fNonextraction)

MEAN

Facial Contour
Angle (o)

lExtraction)

BEFORE

t3.26

Ricketts'
E-Line (mm)

(Nonextraction)

16.32

t2.55

STD. DEV.

Ricketts'
E-Line (mm)
lExtraction)

J.ðJ

16.25

*All groups are n=20 except for those indicated by an asterisk where n:l9

7.00

-0.4

3.90

MEAN

AFTER

t5.77

r.45

4.51

19.10

12.42*

3.88

STD. DEV.
3.87

2.67

14.28

7.29

- 1 .5'k

4.27

-1.53

4.64

2.79

3.02
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